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LEONARD EDWARD BUCHNER.

The Utilization of Response Surface Techniques in

Survival Experiments.

Linear regression procedures are described which give an unbiased

estimate of the percent functional viability of rat polymorphonuclear
leukocytes (PUN's) ..

These statistical techniques allow discrimination

between variables which result in increased

p~~

survival after freezing.

A review of current response surface techniques was made as they relate to
optioizing the functional viability of

p~m's

after freezing.

Experimental

designs based on the steepest ascent and simplex methodologies were

considered.

Since the hill climbing efficiency of the steepest ascent and

simplex methods are comparable, the steepest ascent procedure was selected
as it is more readily adaptable to a batch mode analysis.
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CIIAPrER ONE

Introduction.
Blood transfusions have been used in medicine since the 17th century.
However it was not until science developed storage techniques for whole
blood and established blood banks, that blood was available when a person

needed it.

Often only a particular portion of the blood was and is

desired to be transfused between donor and recipient.

For example. some

diseases and treatments (e.g., chemotherapY7 acute leukemia, aplastic
anemia and lymphoma), result in abnormally low white blood cell (WBC)
counts (1,2).

These low WBe counts result in increased susceptibility to

infections because WBe's are needed to fight infections.

One treatment

for patients with low white blood cell counts is a white blood cell
transfusion which may temporarily prevent infections in these patients.

The white blood cell transfusion requires that the donor and recipient be
ABO compatible.
separator.

The donor is connected to a continuous-flow blood cell

The donor's blood circulates through the blood cell separator

and the white blood cells are removed from the blood and the remaining

cells.

The plasma is returned to the donor.

leukapheresis lasts approximately 3-6 hours

This process which is call

(1,~,3).

White blood cells are comprised of three different types of cells.

polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN's) or granulocytes, lymphocytes and
monocytes.

The PMN's comprise approximately 65%-75% of tha white blood

cell population in man.

The PMN's help defend the body by phagocytzing

foreign substances found in the body (i.e •• bacteria)(4).
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Several problems limit the usefulness of WBC transfusions.

The donor

and recipient must be checked for compatibility(5) and the donor and
recipient must both be present at the same time(3).

One possible solution

to this would be the development of long term cryogenic storage
techniques.

A major objective of this thesis proj ect is to aid in the

development of a long ter.m storage techniqne for PMN's.
Before a long term storage procedure can be developed an assay is
required which will measure the survival of the PMN's after storage.

This

assay for studying different storage procedures for the PMN's should

determine the PMN's viability after storage.

In other words. the assay

should determine the usefulness of the cells after storage.
assay,

Without an

it would be impossible to determine any difference between various

storage techniques.

Once an assay is developed. experiments can be

implemented to find the optimum conditions for storage of
have been

previously developed for PMN's.

p~m's.

Assays

The primary problem with most

of these assays is not the biological characteristics that they measure
but

the

(4

7

.

experimental

. . , .,
,

a ,

,

10 11

.

1~)

design

and

data

analysis

employed

.

In most optimization

experiments~

it is desirable to minimize the

required time and material to find the optima.

An

experiment ~~hich

investigates several variables at many levels could easily require
large amount of resonrces.
combination of five variables.

a

Consider attempting to find the optimum
The amount of resources required for this

investigation depends on the experimental design employed.

If a standard

factorial design were to be used and the initial test conditions were five
variables at five levels, 3,125 combinations of treatments would need to
be tested(13).

A more efficient approach would be to run several smaller

fractional factorial experiments sequentially.

The information acquired

3

in one test can then be incorporated in the design of subsequent tests.

By utilizing this procedure, the complete range of levels for each
variable need not be tested to find the optimum combination(14).
In many types of biological experiments it is difficult to measure

the variable of interest directly.

For exrumple, in attempting to optimize

survival. it is often not possible to directly measure th.e percent of

cells surviving a given treatment.

Therefore, the percent of a population

of cells surviving a given cryobiological or other experimental procedure
has often been estimated indirectly by measuring a specific observable
attrib~te

of survival, such as enzymatic activity, oxygen consumption or

isotopic uptake.

Such indirect assays presuppose that a meaningful

relationship exists between the observed variable, such as enzymatic
activity# and the unobserved variable# survival.

In such assays. it is

generally possible to relate the observed variable to the unobservable
variable of interest by an appropriate transformation which links the
measured variable of interest to the unobservable variable of interest

(e.g., optical density vs. survival).

This chapter presents a statistical

approach appropriate for estimating the survival of a population of cells
when an appropriate attribute of survival is measured.
Since mature polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN's) do not

divide~

viability must be measured by an observable bnt indirect attribute of
functional survival.

Previous attempts

to

freeze

variety of indirect assays for "survival"

P!~'s

have used a wide

including:

trypsin blue

exclusion (15), vital dye uptake (16), changes in cell size (15),

growth (4,15,~~,~J).

It has been found that such assays for "functional

. 1 ' , may not accurately determine the equivalent percent of the
surV1va

4

original population surviving the freezing procedure~ unless analyzed by
rigorous statistical techniques.

Nevertheless, such assays can yield

useful information about the relative differences between treatments
within a given experiment.

The process of phagocytosis requires that the cells be
morphologioally and functionally intact.

The enzymatic activity of a

population of cell accompanying phagocytosis can be quantitatively related
to the' 'functional viability".

Such an in vitro assay for phagocytic

activity which requires the PMN's to be both morphologically and
functionally
assay(20

~~

intact~

~s ~'21).

is the nitro-blue tetrazolium (NBT)

In this assay, PMN's are plaoed in a solution with

latex beads and soluble NBT.

When the PMN's phagoytize the latex beads,

NBT is trapped within the phagosomes where the soluble yellow NBT is
enzymatically reduced to a blue-black precipitate.

One method of assaying

viability relies on a microscopic enumeration of the number of cells
containing a precipitate of NBT.

By analyzing the amount of NBT reduced

by the entire population of cells, it is possible to avoid the problems

inherent in microscopic assays (28).

Specifically, when the reduced

~mT

is extracted from the cells and analyzed spectrophotometrically, the
observed optical densi ty (On) is directly proportional to the numb,er of
latex beads ingested by the PMN's.

This indirect assay can be used to

determine the "functional survival"

of frozen-thawed

P!~l's

provided the

observed optical density is calibrated via a dilution series (standard
curve) obtained from the starting (untreated) population of cells.

5

Goals and Objectives.
This research project has two primary objectives:

I.
II.

To develop a method for measuring granulocyte function
To determine optimal long term storage conditions that preserve
the survival and function of

p~mts.

These objectives may be broken down into several subobjectives.
I.

To develop a method for measuring granulocyte fnnction.

A.

To measure directly or indirectly (through a surrogate
variable) cellular activity of

B.

To establish the

p~m's

functional

relationship between the

surrogate variable and the cellular activity.
C.

To establish confidence limits for the estimates of the
cell~lar

II.

activity.

To determine optimal long term storage conditions that preserve
the survival and function of PDm'S.

A.

To identify those variables that are associated with the
storage conditions that influence

p~m

survival and function

following storage.
1.

Enumerate an exhaustive set of independent variables
pertinent to storage conditions.

2.

Systematically exclude those that are found to be of
little influence.

B.

To select a method for determining optimal storage
conditions.

C.

To determine the optimum storage conditions of PMN's.

D.

To develop a model
"neighborhood"

that describes the response in the

of the optimum conditions.

CHAPTER TWO

Methods.

The biological and statistical methods apropos to this research may
be orgauized according to the goals in the following way:
I.

Biological methods for measuring granulocyte function.
A.

B.

Measuring granulocytes.
1.

Cell preparation.

2.

Standard cryopreservation protocol.

3.

Quantitative nitroblue tetrazolium assay.

4.

Fluorescein diacetate assay.

S.

Chemotaxis.

6.

Bactericidal assay.

Statistical methods for measuring granulocyte functioning

1.

Establish the standard curve.

2.

Determine the relationship between the observed and
unobserved variables.
a~

Estimation of slope and intercept.

b.

Analysis of variance to check for gross errOrs
in establishing the standard curve.

c.

Transformation of the experimental observations

to the variables of interest.
3.

Calculation of confidence bounds for each set of
experimental observations
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c.

Biological methods for determining optimal long-term storage
conditions to identify those variables that are associated
with the storage conditions that influence Plrn's survival
and function following storage.

II.

I.

Statistical methods for determining optimal storage conditions.
A.

Considerations.

B.

Experimental.designs.

C.

Steepest ascent methodology.

D.

Simplex methodology.

Biological methods for measuring granulocytes function.

A.

Measuring granulocytes.

To date, most attempts to preserve granulocytes cryogenically have
resulted in relatively poor survival.

This is presumably due to the

highly specialized nature of the cell (30), the lack of biochemical repair
mechanisms, and their susceptibility to mechanical trauma of osmotic shock
(16

~4).

Most

investigators of

low-temperature

preservation of

granulocytes are utilized techniques similar to those first

Typically. suspensions of cells were cooled at rates

Rowe and Cohen (37).
between 0.5 0 and
(DMSO),

4°

described by

C/min in the presence of 5%-15% dimethyl sulfoxide

to either -

80 0 or -196 0

e,

after which they were rapidly thawed

in a 37° C water bath and diluted either in the presence of serum or

pI a sma

( ... , I1 " 8

et al.

(ZO), there have been relatively few attempts to preserve

granulocytes
(7

31

40

11 , 15 , 2, , '3 , 34) •

Other than the recent report by Lionetti

in the presence of extracellular protective additives

42-).

Since mature granulocytes do not divide, a variety of morphologic,
enzymatic,

and physiologic tests have been used to assay functional

8

survival in vitro

observations

Those tests have included:

(19#~'.3SI~1).

(11,13.28,36),

oxygen consumption

(11,13,18),

exclusion (S,20), chemotaxis (13), phagocytosis

( 7

.. .
8

15

direct

trypan blue

20

, a3 , 42)

.

inhibition of bacterial growth (4,13,20,42), size distribution analysis
(10.20), vital dye uptake (23), myeloperoxidase activity (SO). survival of
lethally irradiated animals

Recently,

(_,3~)1

French et a1.

and nitroblue tetrazolium reduction

(13)

emphasized that "synchronized

structure-function assays are required to obtain information concerning
the viability of

preservation".
granulocytes.

these

cells'

integrated systems before and after

In most previous reports on the survival of frozen

viability has been expressed as the alteration of

morphologic criteria or physiologic function for the population of cells

which survive the freezing process.
rat

p~~s

Here the high functional survival of

after freezing to -196 0 C is reported.

Survival was measured by

the decrease in functional capacity of the entire popUlation using
quantitative assays for phagocytic

capacity~

membrane integrity, and

morphologic criteria.

1.

Cell preparation.
Long-Evans rats weighing 250-300 g were injected intraperitoneally

with 40 ml of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 1 mg/ml of
glycogen.

After a 6-honr incubation period, the animals were etherized.

their abdominal oavities opened# and the peritoneal exudate removed nsing

a disposable plastic pipette.

The exudate was concentrated by

centrifugation of 850 g for 10 minutes and the cell resuspended in
Normosol R (Abbott Laboratories) containing 2S m1~ HEPES buffer (pH 7a4).
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The cells were then rewashed by centrifugation at 850 g for 5 min.

resuspended in buffered Normosol R, and cooled to 4 0 C.

The cells were

either used immediately or stored overnight at 4 0 C before use.
use

Prior to

the cells were resuspended by vortexing and 0.1 ml of the cell

suspension was dispensed into 12 x 7S-rom plastic freezing tubes and held
at 4 0

c.
Approximately 30 ml of pooled obtained by cardiac puncture of Long-

Evans rats were used in the studies involving peripheral granulocytes.
The blood was drawn into a plastic syringe containing 15 parts acid

citrate dextrose (ACn) to 8S parts blood." The granulocyte fraotion was
separated by mixing 5 parts blood to 1 part dextran solution in SO-ml
syringe.

A

6~

W/V solution of high molecular weight dextran (ldW

400,000) was used for the stock solution.

=

After 30 min, the buffy coat

was expelled through an infusion tube attached to the top of the syringe
into a SO-ml plastic centrifuge tube.

The buffy coat was washed three

times by low-speed centrifugation to remove the dextran and the cells

resuspended in Bank's balanced salt solution (HBBSS) containing 15% ACD.
The cells were suspended in 10 ml of 09% sodium chloride and the solution
vortexed.

Next, 30 ml of double-distilled sterile water was added to

hemolize the erythrocytes and the suspension mildly vortexed for
then the solution was diluted with an additional 10 ml of
chloride~

solution.
850 g#

3.S~

4S s

sodium

thus restoring the purified granulocytes to an isotonic
The granulocytes were centrifuged for an additional S min at

the supernatant

decanted~

and transferred to the 4 0 C bath.

and the cells resuspended in Normosol R
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2.

Standard cryopreservation protocol.
A solution of

starch (BES)

20~

dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) and 10% hydroxyethyl

in buffered Normosol R (pH 7.4) was precooled to 4 0 C. and

0.1 ml was added to - S x 10' cells suspended in 0.1 rol Normosol R buffer.
resnlting in a final concentration of 10% DMSO and 5% BES.

The tubes were

mixed and held for an additional 6 min at 4° C. and then transferred to a

-5.S o C refrigerated bath and held for 2 min.

The supercooled solution#

in each tube, was then frozen (seeded) by touching the surface of the
solution with a crystal of pure ice frozen in the tip of a sterile Pasteur
pipette and the tubes held for an additional 5 min at -S.soC to ensure
dissipation of the heat of crystallization.
at - lOGe/min to -

sooe,

The sample were then frozen

after which the samples were quenched in liquid

nitrogen where they were stored for 1-2 h prior to thawing.

This cooling

rate was obtained by placing the samples in an unevacuated 8S x 280-rom
Dewar-flask blank containing SO ml

of ethanol

and a 1-mm-thick

polypropylene insulator and cooling the flask with liquid nitrogen as
described previously (3).

Temperature were monitored from a 300-gauge

copper-constantan thermocouple placed in a tube containing 0.2 ml of the
freezing solution.

The thermocouple output was recorded on a multichannel

Leeds and Northrup Speedomatic type W recorder_ and the cooling rates were
calculated over the linear area of the curve (- 10 0 to -60 0 C).
The liquid nitrogen was decanted from tubes to be thawed and the
tubes directly transferred to a 37°C water bath and vigorously shaken.
When approximately 50% of the solution containing the samples had melted.
the samples were immediately diluted wit 0.2 ml of buffered Normosol R
solution (pH 7.4) and held at 37°C.

At i-min intervals, samples were

further diluted with the addition of 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, and 1.0 ml buffered
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Nor.mosol R solution.

Unless explicity stated. all treatments other than

the variable being tested were held constant.

3.

Quantitative nitroblue tetrazolium assay_
The primary method of assessing functional survival as a quantitative

nitroblue tetrazolium assay (NBT) (1).

Approximately 1 h after thawing#

the cells were centrifuged at 850 g for 5 min;

the supernantant decanted,

and the cells resuspended in 0.35 ml of HBSS.

Then, 0.4 ml of 0.1% NBT

(Sigma grade 111), 0.1 ml of 0.1 M KeN.

and SO

polystyrene beads <Simga) were added to each- tube.

vortexed and incubated at 37 0 C for 30 min.

~l

of

O.784~

latex

The tubes were then

At the end of the incubation

period, tho reaction was stopped by the addition of 2.5 rul of 0.5 N BCL.
l~e

tubes were again vortexed and the cells concentrated by centrifugation

at 2,000 g for 10 min.

After decanting the supernatant,

3.0 ml

pyridine was added to each tube and the contents vigorously cortexed.

of
The

tubes were loosely capped and placed in a 100 0 C water bath for 30 min,
during which time the reduced NBT was extracted from the cells, resulting
in a blue supernatant.

The tubes were then centrifuged at 2,000 g for 15

min to sediment any remaining cellular debris and the optical density of
the supernatant measured at 515 min in a Beckman model DB dual-beam
spectrophotometer against a pyridine blank.
all "survival"

Unless otherwise indicated,

values reported in this paper were obtained using this

assay for functional viability.

4.

Fluorescein diacetate assay.
As a correlative measure of functional survival,

the integrity of the

PMN plasma membrane was assessed nsing a quantitative fluorescein
diacetate

(FDA) test similar to that described by Persidsky and Baillie
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Cell suspensions of both unfrozen cells and frozen-thawed cells

(3S).

were suspended in HBSS containing

2~g/ml

of FDA (Sigma) for 10 min at 210

C ad then transferred to a 4° C water bath for 1 min.

The cell were then

washed twice in 4 0 C HBSS and centrifuged at 850 g for 2 min

then the

supernatant was decanted and the cells were lysed by the addition of 3 ml
of distilled water.

The solution was vigorously vortexed and the samples

stored overnight at 4° C.

Prior to analysis, the samples were centrifuged

at 2,000 g for 10 min to sediment any cellular debris.

The samples were

excited at 490 nm and emission read in a spectrofluorometer 8.t 520 nm.
All values reported were obtained from a· standard curve; as described

below.

S.

Chemotaxis.

The "Boyden-chamber leukocyte-migration"

method was used to measure

chemotactic response of normal and frozen-thawed PMN's.

The technique

involved the visualization of P)IN's migration through a S-l1ll'1 Nucleopore
filter in response to a chemotactic stimulus.

Autologous rat serum was

activated with zymosan A <Sigma) by incubation of 0.025 g zymosan/ml with
serum at 37 0

C for 30 min.

min and the sermn removed..

The zymosan was then pelleted at 850 g forlO

A 10% solution of activated serum in medi<um

199 (GmCO) was frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen until use.
The bottom wells of the Boyden-chambers was filled with activated

serum (positive chemotactic stimulation) or medium 199 (unstimulated
controls).

Then 0.4 rol of a sUspension of 4 x 10 6 cells/ml were placed on

top of each filter.
C for 3 h in a

S~

filter removed,

The chambers were then, covered and incubated at 37 0

CO atmosphere.
2
inverted,

The cell suspension was withdrawn

and fixed in

2~

the

glutaraldehyde buffered at pH

7.2 in 0.067 M sodium cacodylate buffer (326 + 3 l:\Osm).

After washing in
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isotonic saline~

the filters were postfixed with 2% aqueous osmium

tetroxide buffered at pH 7.2 with 0.1 M sodium cacodylate.

The samples

were dehydrated in ethanol and dried in a Bomar SPC-900/EX critical-point
bomb using carbon dioxide as the transition fluid.

The filters were

mounted on stubs using silver dag and coasted with
palladium in a Hummer II sputtering unit.

20 mM of gold

Analysis of the amount of

migration through the chemotactic filters was performed on a COates and
Welter field emission scanning electron microscope (model 106).

The

number of cells which migrated through the filter .. in SO low-power lOX
fields were counted for both experimental and control samples.

6.

Bactericidal assay.
The bactericidal capacity of

the PMN's was assessed using a

modification of the procedures of Hirsch and Strauss (17).

Staphylococcus

aureus was cultured overnight in trpyticase soy broth at 37° C. collected.
washed twice by centrifugation at 850 g for 10 min in

O.Ol~

gelatin water

(Sigma), and the concentration adjusted to an optical density of 0.6 at
620 nm.

The bacteria were opsonized for 30 min at 37° C with 20%

autologous serum in 0.01% gelatin water, prior to incubation with PMN's.
The

cell-bacteria ratio was 1:1,

cells/min.

at a

concentration of 2.5 x-l0'

The samples were continuously mixed

Cole Parmer Co.) for 2 h at 37° c.

end~over-end

At 0.60 and 129 min lOp! samples were

removed and diluted 1: 250 in 0.01" gel a tin wa ter.
subsequently removed from each tube,

and the colonies counted.

A 2S-J.lI sampl e was

transferred~

surface of Petri dishes containing blood agar

Dickinson and Company).

(roto-torque,

base~

and spread over the

infusion agar (Becton,

The Plates were then incubated overnight at 37° C
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B.

Statistical methods for measuring granulocyte function.
1.

Establishing the standard curve.

Since the precise percent of cells surviving an experimental
treatment is not directly observable, we must find an attribute of
survival which can be related back to the level of function of the

original population of cells.

A standard curve is often developed to

relate the concentration of cells to the measurable variable (optical
density).

See Figure 1 to do this,

since the relationship between the

measured variable and the dilution of the starting population of cells in
the region of interest is assumed to be linear.

The measured optical

density is then transformed into a value which quantifies functional
survival.

The stock

P~~'s

concentration and five dilutions equal to 75%,

60%. 40%, 30%, and 15% of the stock value were used and each dilution was
analyzed in triplicate.

Each dilution was made so that all observations

were mutually independent,
stock solution.

i.e.~

each dilution was made directly from the

Next, a standard curve (regression line) was estimated

between the optical density of extracted NBT (observed variable) and the
concentration of PMN's in the survival range of interest (15%-100%).
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FIGURE 1
Figure 1 shows a typical standard curve relating the observed optical
density (extracted NBT) vs. the concentration of PMN's.
The measured
optical density of an unknown can be transformed into "functional
survival". simply by locating the point on the regression line
corresponding to the measured Y value and then locating the corresponding
point on the X axis.

Whenever a parameter of cell survival is estimated indirectly throu.gh
the use of a standard curve. several steps are necessary to insure a valid
analysis of functional survival.

These steps included:

The number of X-values required for the standard must be determined.
At least three X-values are needed and the range of the points should
contain the region of the interest.

The number of replicates at each point must be determined.
General1y~ three replicates per point is sufficient to guard against
gross error.
The standard curve should be prepared so that the points are mutually
independent.
Determine that the relationship between the observed variable and
the standard curve is linear.
Estimate the slope and intercept of the standard curve.
Perform an analysis of variance
observations from the standard curve.

to check for gross errors in

Use of the calculated standard curve to transform the experimental
observations to estimates of the variable of interest (survival).
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Calculation of the upper and lower confidence bounds. for the
unobservables. for each set of replicates of the experimental
observations.
2.

Determine the relationship between the observed and unobservable
variable.
The following assumptions are made whenever establishing a specific

linear relationship between the observed variable and the unobservable
variable:
A linear relationship exists between the dependent variable Y and the
independent variable X.
The observed values of X are fixed and measured with negligible
error.
The error associated with the observations (Sij's) are random
variables with mean zero and variance a

2

and the

& ..

1J

's

are

uncorrela ted.

The model for such a linear transformation can be expressed (1S), for
the (ij)th observation as

Y ..
1J

~

a. +

f3 X .• +
1J

j=l .. 2, •••• m

E ••

1J

i=1"2,, ..... n.
l

where:

Y .. = the ith observation at the jth X-value"
1J

X.

=

a

= intercept of the linear relationship,

~

=

slope of the linear relationship.

e ij

=

the error associated with the

m

=

the number of different X-values,

J

th e J· th X -va 1 ue ..

(ij)

observation,

(1)
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n.
J

a.

=

the number of replicates associated with the jth X-value.

Estimation of slope and intercept.
In order

to estimate the relationship between the observed and

unobservable variable,

(a and

~)~

for

it is necessary to estimate the intercept and slope

the standard curve.

For several standard

X-values~

observations are obtained for the Y-axis (observed variables). then using
least squares the parameters

b =

m

n.

E

EJ

j=l

i=l

(x.
l

p

and a are estimated by

X)

(Y ••

1J

Y) I

m
L

j=l

n - (X - X)2
J

j

(2)

and

a = Y

Xb.

(3)

Once the relationship is estimated by the use of the appropriate

dilutions, experimental observations (optical density) can be transformed
into the variable of interest.

The functional survival can then be

expressed as the dilution of the ini tial population needed to yield an

equivalent optical density (functional survival).

b~

Analysis of variance to check for gross errors in establishing the
standard curve.
The F-statistic for regression (Fl) is used to test that the slope is

zero.

A meaningful relationship can only be established if the slope is

either positive or negative and a significant F-statistic indicates that p
does not equal zero.

Emperical estimation of the correction slope of a

standard curve can be misleading.

since

the observed slope varies
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depending on the scale chosen for the X and Y axis.

By calculating the

slope. we have a fixed yard stiok by which to judge the relationship.

A

significant F-statistic for lack of fit (F2) indicates that the individual
standards are not related to each other by a valid first order linear
relationship.

The basic format of the analysis of variance table for the

computation of the F-statistic is shown in Table 1.

Since the test of the

linear model for lack of fit (F2) requires only that the standard
assumptions of simple linear regression be met and at least one X-value
have

replicates~

it is used only to guard against gross errors.

The

minimum number of replicates should be based on what is feasible for. the
experimenter, but in

general~

increasing the number of observations,

increases the precision in estimation of the relationship.
example used in this chapter, three to five replicates were

~sed

For the
for each

data point.
As is seen in Table 1, the error term can be subdivided into lack of

fit and pure error components.

The lack of fit component represents the

difference between the mean of the each group and the predicted values of
the observations for that group_

The pure error component represents the

difference between the mean of each group and the observations of that
group_
a

2

This component leads to an unbiased estimate of the error variance

regardless of the nature of the regression function.
Such viability assays assume that there is a linear relationship

between the ooncentration of the standard and the observed variable.

In

general, such assumptions are reasonable for assays utilizing techniques
such as absorption,
enzymatic activity,

fluorescence,

isotopic

uptake~

oxygen consumption or

providing such variables as nonspecific isotopic

binding, background fluorescence.

cellular aggregation or other nonlinear

cell concentration effects are minimal.

If it is known from prior studies
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that a linear relationship should exist but the appropriate statistical
tests (see Table 1) determine that the standard curve does not yield an
acceptable F-statistic for regression (Fl) or lack of fit (F2), then the

experimental and data collection procedures must be examined to determine
the cause of the lack of fit.

c.

Transformation of the experimental observations to the variable of

interest.
Once the linear relationship is estimated within the concentration
range established by the standard curve, it can be used to transform the
experimental observations into the (unobservable) variable of i'nterest.
Detailed statistical description of linear transformations have been
described previously

Basically, if- Y . is the ith. experimental

(6,3l~').

01

,..;

observation then from the standard eqnation for a linear relationship Y
bX + a transformed variable is estimated by

=

X~

A

where

(4)

X == (y . - a)/b.
01

If the mean value of several observations are used to estimate

~he

transformed observation then (4) becomes
-"t

X = (Y

- a)/b

o

(5)

where

y

o

=

k
L

i=l

Y

./k.

01

(6)
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3.

Calculation of Confidence Bounds For Each Set of Experimental
Observations.
To estimate the precision associated with X# a confidence interval is

calculated.

This confidence interval is obtained by starting with either

the upper or lower measured value (Y) and extrapolating through the
confidence bounds surrounding the regression line to the X axis (6,9.13).

y

N
L

where

= Y + St (1 + lIN

(y .

J

j=l

and

V

=

m
L n.

j=lJ

where t

,.,

y .)

J

2

+ (X__~)2/V)1/2

(7)

m

I (N-2).. N

n.

=

j=l

(X. - X)2, t =t (l-a, N-2)

l

(8)

(9)

J

(&,y) is the 6 percentile for Student's t with y degrees of

freedom
Substituting (X - i)b for (Y-Y) and squaring both sides of (7) one obtains

(10)

Expanding (10) and rearrang,ing terms one obtains

(12)
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Solving (11) for X at a given Y as a quadratic equation in X and

(X -

substituting (Y . Y)/b for
01

Y) the confidence limits for X are

obtained

(Y . - y)

X + __o.....,..1"'..-_ _

b(l-~)

S't

(13 )

+ -,- - - b2(1-~)

V

-

(N)

If there are several experimental observations (Y-values) being used to
estimate the transformed variable (X-values) equation (13) becomes

x + (y o - y)_

+

[(Y

S't

Oi

- y)2 + b2 (1 - C 2)(N + K)]1/2
V

(N-2)S

where

2

+

k

L

i=l
(N+K-3)

(14)

(NK)

(y . _
01

y

)2

0

(15)

and t=t (1 - ~ • N+K-3). C2 is the same as in (11).
For the speotrophotometric determination of functional survival of a
population of cells. the terms of equation (14) becomes:
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y ..
1J

= the ith O.D. measured at the jth know cell concentration

x.J
X

th.e j th concentration value of the standards

=

the mean of the cell concentrations used to establish the

standard curve
Y

=

the mean of the measured O.D.'s used to establish the
standard curve

m

the number of different cell concentrations used to establish

=

the standard curve

n.
J

=

the number of replicate samples measured at the jth cell
known concentration

N

=

the

total number of measurem.ents used to establish the

standard curve

Y.
01

=

the measured O.D. of the treated cells

y

=

the mean of the measured O.D.'s of the treated cells

=

the number of replicate samples measured at the jth treated

o

K

Equa tioD (13) and (14) show that the confidence interval surrounding

the estimated survival (X) is not symmetric about X (because X

Y)/b (1-~».

~

X + (y •

01

Since the confidence of a calculated regression line is

highest about the arithmetic mean of the standard curve and is less
reliable at high and low X-values .. the confidence bounds are curvil inear

about the regression line

(~9).

(Figure 2).

When these curvilinear

confidence bounds are projected onto the X-axis for a given

Y-value~

the

upper and lower limits of the confidenca intervals are not symmetrical
around X.

When functional viability is

estimated~

these upper and lower
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bounds of the confidence limits should be specified rather than the

conventional notation (mean ± standard deviation or standard error (i.e._
87 (83-94) vs. 87

± 3».

Upper Bound
Standard Curve

Lower Bound

Y Axis

X Axis

Lower
Bound

A

X

Upper
Bound

FIGURE 2
Figure 2 shows a standard curve similar to that shown in Figure 1.
but including a somewhat exaggerated repesentation of the confidence
intervals. When the points corresponding to the upper and lower measured
values on the Y axis are located on the curvilinear confidence bounds
surrounding the standard curve~ and the corresponding values on the axis
determined~ an asymmetric confidence interval is obtained.
It should be
noted that asymmetric bounds are found even when the measured values for
the Y axis are symmetrical about the mean value.
The analysis of variance is then computed as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1:

Source
of Variation

Linear Regression Analysis of Variance

Degrees
of Freedom

N

Regression

SSR= E

1

ltfean

Sum

of Squares

(Y _ y)2

Square

SSR

F

SSR/.lr1SB (Fl)

i=1
n

Error

SSE= l: (Y. - i

N-2

i-1

Lack of Fit

m-2

N
SSL= L

Pure Error

N-m

m
SSP= l:

" 2
n .. (Y .. -y .. )
j-l J J J

j~l

Total

n
L

n-l

i=l

N
m

SSR
SSE

MSE
SSL

MSL
SSP
!tsp

= Total

n~mber

1

.1 )2

MSE=SSE/N-2

MSL-SSL/m-2

MSL/MSP (F2)

n
L (Y ... -Y .. ')2 MSP=SSP/N-m
j=l 1J J

(Y. _ y)2
J

of observations used in establishing the standard

curve.
The number of different X-values used for the standard curve.

=
= Regression

Sum .of Squares.
Sum of Squares Error.
Mean
Square Error.
==
== Sum of Square Lack of Fit.
= Mean Square Lack of Fit.
= Sum of Square Pure Error.
= Mean Square Pure Error.
=:

(1, N-2) = 1 and N-2 are degrees of freedom for the Fl statistio.
(m-2, N-m) = m-2 and N-m are degrees of freedom the for statistic.
With these results the estimated relationship can then be used to estimate

the variable of interest.
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c.

Biological methods for determining optimal long term storage

conditions to identify those variables that are associated with the
storage conditions that influence PMN's survival and function
following storage.

Although a very large number of variables were considered to have
potential influence on survival of PMN's following cryogenic storage only

the following were investigated in this research.
Cooling Rates.
20· C/min.

The samples were frozen at rates ranging from 0.3 0 to

The methods for obtaining the specific cooling rates have been

described previously (3).

Cyroprotective Agent.

The cells were exposed to a. combination of

permeating and nonpermeating additives.

(DMSO),

10~

e.g.

10~

dimethyl sulfoxide

glycerol. 5% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). 5% BES. and 2S mM

HEPES. for 6 min at 4 0
- 5.5 0 C (Table 10).

C~

and then transferred to the cooling bath held at

The seeding temperature cooling rate., warming rate

and dilution sequence l

after thawing were held constant.

The PVP and the

RES were dialyzed and lyophilized prior to use and all solutions were
adjusted at pH 7.4.

The effect of various concentrations of HEPES buffer

was assessed by freezing cells in Normosol R containing

10~

DMSO and

concentrations of HEPES ranging from 0 to 250 mM.
Exposure Time.

The effect of the time of exposure to Normosol R

solutions containing either 10% D1tfSO alone. or

1~

DMSO with 5" DES and 25

wd HEPES buffer. was assessed by placing the cell in the solution at 4 0 C
for time periods ranging from 0.5 to 30 min prior to freezing.

The

addition of the DMSO was timed such at all samples would be seeded ana

frozen as a group.
Dilution Procedure.

The effect of the dilution procedure on the

functional survival of PMN's was assessed by diluting the cells either at
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37° C with isotonic HBSS or at 37 0 C with isotonic Normosol R at I-min
intervals.
of 0.2,

O.2~

The frozen-thawed cell suspension was diluted by the addition
0.4, 1.0, and 1.0 ml of the diluting solution.

Time

intervals between successive dilutions, ranging from 0.5 to 2 min, were
tested.

Other cells were diluted in Normosol R at 4° C at time intervals

ranging from .OS to 5 min.

Other frozen-thawed cells were diluted using a

hypertonic dilution scheme in which each step was designed to lower the
osmolarity in approximately isotonic steps.

This procedure was similar to

that found optimal for dilution or rabbit embryos from their

cryoprotective media subsequent to freezing and thawing (3).
Samples were centrifuged at 21° C for S min at

Centrifugation Speed.

speeds between 76 and 2¥OOO g in a Sorval1 GCc-2 centrifuge."

II.

Statistical methods for determining optimal storage conditions.
A.

Consideration.

When studying the effect
response~

ox

several quantitstive varlablca on

8

given

it is necessary (for the most efficient use of experimental

material) to develop initially the experimental design and procedures to
be fOllowed.

Using the appropriate statistical procedures affords the

best chances of obtaining the desired results with the minimum amount of

data.

This becomes more and more important as the number of variables (or

complexity) is increased.

When more than 2 or 3 variables are being

studied it is usually difficult for an investigator without the aid of
statistics to determine the effects the variables have on a response
(8,'~14.31).

For this reason, several statistical procedures have been

developed to aid in determining the relationship between a response and a
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the response and variables studied can be represented as

(16)
Where

is the true response and X. is the ith variable being studied.
1

In

terms of the PMN's example

=

~

Xi

=

the "functional survival".

the various factors being studied which affect
"functional

survival"

(e.g.# cooling rate,

warming rate, and concentration of cryoprotective
agent).
Geometrically, 0 (Xl- X ' ••• ,X ) is thought of as forming a response
m
2

This is illustrated in Figure 3 where the Y-axis
represents the response and the Xl and X axes are the
2

independent

variables being studies (i.e., cooling rate and warming rate).

y

.... "' ...

X

1

X
2

FIGURE 3
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Estimation of all or part of the response surface can be beneficial

when the true response surface is unknown.

If the experimenter

is

interested in finding the optimum then only those parts of the response

surface that are needed to find the optimum need to be estimated.
the other hand.

If on

the experimenter is interested in gaining a better

understanding of the relationship between the variables involved then a

larger portion of the response surface may need to be estimated.

This can

be of value in finding those conditions which either maximize or minimize

the response

(9,31).

Response surface methodologies can be used for

either seeking the maximum or mimimum of a response

surface~

From this

point on only maximization will be discussed since minimization requires

only a change in sign of the response variables from the maximization
process.
If the response being measured is the percent survival of cells

subjected to experimental conditions and the researcher wants to find
those conditions under which the cell have the highest probability of
survival,

the optimal survival conditions could be determined from an

estimate of the true response surfaoe.

It is also possible by studying

the shape and level contours of the estimated response surface to learn
more about the effect the variables have on the response (8,32).

Polynomials are often used to estimate regions of response surfaces.
Polynomials have several advantages:
1.

A reasonable fit within the region of interest can usually be
obtained.

2.

Estimation of the polynomial is a straight forward procedure by

use of multiple linear regression.

In matrix notation,

if D is

the design matrix and Y is the vector of parameter estimates.
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b = (D'D)-l D'Y

c.

(17)

First degree polynomials are usually sufficient for exploratory

work and second degree polynomials for the final analysis.

2.

Experimental designs.

l~ere

are many experimental designs that have been developed for use

in exploring response surfaces.

Box and Hunter (19S7) suggested the

following guidelines for the selection of the experimental design.
a.

The approximating function should represent the true response

surface as close as possible within the region of interest.

b.

The design should allow a check for lack of fit.

c.

The design should not use a large number of pOints.

d.

The design should lend itself to blocking.

e.

It should be possible to extend the design to a higher order,

e.g •• first degree polynomial to second degree polynomial.

Since most regions can be adequately fitted with a second degree
polynomial. composite factorials,

rotatable. and simplex designs of a

nature suitable for studying second order response surfaces will be

considered.

A second order response surfaces is a response surface which

is defined by a second degree polynomial.

The mathem.atical formula for a

second degree polynomial which could be used to fit a second order surface
is

m

f3 o +

L

i=1

m

Jl.1 X1J
•• +

i:

i=l

2

Ii 11
.. X 1J
•• +

1- L(

II.1 X1J
•• x

j

(18)
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where:

the jth measured response,

y. =
J

X

ij

= the

.th

1

factor for th e J· th response ..

Po

= response parameter at the origin (intercept),

Pi

:=

the

.th

1

linear effects parameters,

p11
.. = the 1.th quadratic effects

parameters ..

i th by ~ th interaction effects parameters,
tliR = the
J,I

= the number of independent variables being studies.

M
A (3 ) factorial design can be employed to estimate all parameters.
When:M is greater" than 2 .. the number of observations required in the
design makes it inefficient in terms of the number of parameters being
estimated.

Box and Wilson (1951) introduced the idea of composite designs

which were developed specifically for the estimation of second order
response surfaces.

The composite design is composed on a (2M) factorial

with (2M + 1) added design points.

estimation of the linear parameters.

The (2M) factorial allowed for the
The (2M + 1) extra points allow for

the estimation of the quadratic parameters.

Therefore with M factors the

minimum number of design points needed to estimate a second order response
surface is (2

l1

+ 2M + 1).
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For the three factors the 15 design points are
Variable

n-1

1
2
3
4
S
6

1
-1

-1
1
1
--1
1

7
8

10
11
13

14
15

-1
-1

-1
-1

1

-1

-1
1
-1

1

-1
1
1
1

0
0
0

0
a
a

-a,

0
0
0
0

12

X3

1
1
0
0
a.

a
-a
0

9

X2

0
0
0

0

3
The first 8 design points are due to the (2 ) faotorial design.

The

remainder of the design points are those required for the estimation of
the quadratic effects.

The spatial arrangements of a design with three

factors is illustrated in Figure 4 •

.

•

------~--------------

.-------r------~

I
I

__

L---

.--~----~~-----.------~------~-

--------------4-------.
•

FIGURE 4

•
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The parameter a determines the distance from the center of the design to
the aXial points.

This distance can be chosen so that 1) the regression

coefficients are orthogonal, 2)

to minimize the bias if the true response

is of a higher order, 3) to make the design rotatable.

For the

exploratory work of the nature being considered rotatability is probably
the most important factors for selecting a (14, 31).

Tables containing

the appropriate a values have been worked out(14).
A rotatable design is one in which the standard error of an estimated
response (Y) at any point of the fitted surface is dependent on its

distance from the center of the experimental design (23).

This means that

the standard error is the same for all estimated points (Y) the same

distance from the center of the design.

This is important when there is

no information for specifying that the standard error in one direction
should be smaller than in another direction.

3.

Steepest ascent methodology.

A number of statistical techniques have been developed that can be
utilized when studying a response surface

(1.~31).

Box (1957) introduced

the idea of Evolutionary Operation (EVOP) which is a statistical process

for finding the maximum of a response surface.

EVOP allows a process to

continue while the response surface is undergoing sequential examination.

Although this technique is most commonly used in industry, there are
situations in research that could lend themselves to sequential
examination (e.g., survival experiments).

The initial conditions or

levels of the variables would be based on the best conditions or levels of

the variables would be be run and the response measured.

New levels of

the variables would then be seleoted depending npon the response of the
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experiment and the experimental design used.

The cyole would be repeated

until an apparent optimum is found.
The method of steepest ascent was proposed by Box and Wilson (1951)
for the purpose of locating the maximum of a response surface.

A series

of experiments are used to gather information on the direction needed to
obtain the maximum response.

Each experiment is planned from the results

of the previons experiment.
If the assumption of no time effeots can be met.

then the following

is a typical example for the steepest ascent technique.
1.

Select the variables to be studied •.

2.

Determine the starting value and step size for each variablo.

3.

Perform a 2M factorial design centered at the origin.

If an

estimate of pnre error does not exist then run additional points
at the center of the design.
4.

By use

of

significant.

a.n F-test

('3)

determine

if

the lack of fit

is

If the lack of fit is significant then collect the

2M + 1 points needed to estimate the quadratic effects.
linear effects are large and the laok of fit

smal1~

If the

then this

would indicate that the estimation of the response surface is

adequate with the 2M points.

S.

Determine the path of steepest ascent by calculating the least
squares estimates for the model parameters.
preselected step

size~

Then using the

move the origin of the experimental design

to this point and repeat these procedures until an apparent
maximum has been found.
A modification of this procedure is to obtain observations along the
predicted path of steepest ascent.

When these observations no longer

agree with the predicted values another experimental design is repeated
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with its oiigin centered at this point.

The iterative procedure is

repeated until an apparent maximum has been found.

D.

Simplex methodology.

Another form of the steepest ascent technique is the simplex
method(34).

The simplex method is a modified steepest ascent technique

that was developed from the need for a procedure that did not require the
presence of a full time statistician on a day to day basis.

The basic

design of the technique is the regular simplex in M dimensions with M
being the number of variables under investig,a tion.
dimensions is illustrated in Figure 5.

•

FIGURE 5

A regular simplex in 2

3S
The simplex technique has several advantages:
1.

The calculations required are relatively simple when compared
with the steepest ascent procedure since it does not require the

direct estimation of the slope.
2.

To increase the dimensionality

of a regular simplex (i.e.,

increase the number of variables) requires only the addition of

one new point per dimension.

Therefore if it is decided that

halfway through a study another variable needs to be added it can
easily be done by the addition of more point (i.e., vertex) to
tho simplex.

3.

The teohnique requires only that the observations be ranked.

This means that it is not necessary for the observations to be in
quantitative terms.
The starting simplex can be represented by the (M + 1) by M design
matrix.

o0

.

p q

..

..

.. 0

..

• q

q p q .. .. q
D=

qqpq.q

. .. ..
. .. ..
..

..

qq. .. • p

(19)
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where
(20)
and
(21)

l~e

rows in D specify the (M + 1) vertices of the regular simplex in M

dimensions.
Each row of the matrix represents one point with the columns
representing the different variables under study.

The formulas for p and

q are based on each side of the simplex having a magnitude of 1.

Scaling

the simplex only requires multiplying the appropriate column {variable} by
its step size.

The step size should be selected such that a measurable

response difference is expected.

Once the shape of the simplex has been

derived i t can be located anywhere by simply adding the necessary
displacements from the origin.
In order to determine when to move and in what direction (which

vertex to replace) Spendley recommends the following rules

=1

(J~).

Let Y.(i
1

to M + 1) be the observations at the M + 1 vertices.
Rule 1

Determine the lowest observation Y. then complete a new
1

simplex by replacing the vertex V

1

with V'1 according to

(13).

When the simplex procedure is applied to observations which contain
errors the simplex procedure may get trapped around a observed high which
in reality is considerably lower than the optimum.
prevent this from happening.

The next rule helps
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Rule 2

If an observation has survived M + 1 successive simplexes and

is not then replaced by the application of Rule 1, then
replace the observation with one at the same point.
If the first point was an error then the second point will be discarded,

if the first point was not in error then the second pOint will not be
replaced and an optimum has been reached.
Occasionally errors in the observations which result in low values
can slow down or hamper the progress of the simplex.
get stuck by staddling a ridge.

Rule 3

The simplex may also

To avoid this, Rule 3 is applied.

If the situation arises where -the newest point in the simplex
gives the lowest reading do not apply Rule 1 and move back

into the previous simplex.

Instead use the second lowest

point for the application of Rule 1.

CBAPI'ER THREE

Results.
The results are presented in accordanoe with the goals.

First, those

establishing the calibration curve to develop a method for measuring

granulocyte function.

Second, those describing the result of the

optimization procedure.

Goal I.

To develop a method for measuring granulocyte function.

The data shown in Table 2 is representative of observations from an

initial population of PMN's and a dilution series made from that
population (standard curve) for the cryobiological example previously
described.

Table 2:

Standad Curve Data

Concentration of PMN's

Optical Density

100

0.3206,0.3391,0.3354

7S

0.2620,0.2628,0,2660

60

0.2211,0.2118,0.2104

40

0.1463,0.1433,0.1445

30

0.1107,0.1085,0.1198

15

0.0645,0.0680,0.0650

39

From these standard dilutions estimates of a and

P

wer~

obtained

using (2) and (3).
Y

Intercept

=

0.01.92

Slope

= 0.0031

The results of the analysis of variance are presented in Table 3.

In order to determine if the F-statistics are

significant~

the

calculated values for the example shown in Table 3 were compared with
tabulated F-values having the appropriate degrees of freedom.

For the

(FI) analysis the degrees of freedom from both the linear regression and
error rows are used.

The F-statistic for lack of fit (F2) uses the

degrees of freedom from the lack of fit and pure error rows.

The

tabulated value of 4.49 for an F-statistic with 1 and 16 degrees of
freedom at type 1 errOr rate of 0.05 was obtained from an F-table.

F1 is

significant when the computed value is larger than the tabulated value.
Since 3499)4.49, it is reasonably safe to assume that the slope parameter
is not equal to zero.

The critical point to test F2 is 3.26 at 4,12

degrees of freedom and an error rate of O.OS.
Since 2.21<3.36, the lack of fit is not Significant.

With these results

the estimated relationship can then be used to estimate. the variable of

interest.
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Table 3:

Source of Variation

Result from Analysis of Variance

Degrees
of Freedom

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F
:01"

Linear Regression

3499.402

0 .. 1486

0.1486

16

0.00068

0.0000042

Lack of Fit

4

0.00029

0.000072

Pure Error

12

O.pOO39

0.000033

TOTAL

17

0.1493

Error

1

2.21

Three typical experimental results following freezing are shown in
Table 4 along with the functional viability estimates based on the
standard curve

their associated 95% confidence bounds are computed using

(5) and (14).

Table 4:

Set

O.D.

Experimental Results

Avg. O.D.

% Viability

Bounds (95)

1

O.2013~

0.2351, 0.1824

0.206

58.88

54.4/63.2

2

0 .1952 II 0.1 7 39,. 0 .1925

0 .1 87

52.88

49.8/55.7

3

0.2487, 0.2472, 0.2434

0.246

71.42

68.0/79.9
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Table 5 shows the results of such analysis along with a comparison of
other methods of computing the same data.

The mean optical density of

three replicate dilutions for each of six cell concentration values were
plotted to form a standard curve..

The calculated values for the slope

were 0.0018 and for the Y intercept 0.0285.

The mean optical density and

estimated functional viability are shown in Table 4 along with their
associated

95~

confidence bounds.

Table 5:

Comparison of Functional Viability and Activity

Recovered

.
Mean
Optical
Density

Functional

Standard
Deviation

Viability

of Samples

%

.

Confidence Bounds.
9S

90

.

.

80

Activity
Recovered

.

0.176

79.07

± 0172

68.8-89.6 70 .. 6-87 .. 7 72.5-85.6 85.71 ±O.66

0.199

48.67

± 1.50

38.4-58.8 40.2-57.0 42.2-55.0 58.09

± 1.28

0.088

32.19

± 1.46

21.7-42.3 23.5-40.6 25.6-38.6 43.11

± 1.32

0.047

10.00

± 2.26

3.0-16.6 22.93

± 2.02

0.0-20.5

0.9-18 .. 6

Table 5 shows a comparison of several methods of calculating
functional survival.

The mean optical density is the average optical

density from three experimental replicates.

The percent functional

viability and the confidence bounds were calculated using the methods
described in this study.

If only the standard deviation of the samples

are taken into consideration (from the standard curve). the calculated
regression line then has no m.argin for error associated with it. then the
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confidence bounds are far smaller, as indicated in the column labeled
"standard deviation of samples."

Such an assumption of no error

associated with the standard curves is somewhat unrealistic.

column labeled "activity recovered,"

The final

was calculated using the unfrozen

starting population as 100% and the reagent blank as 0%.

The measured

optical density is transformed into percent activity recovered, and the

results are expressed as activity

±

the standard deviation.

Using this

method, as functional survival decreases, the calculated values for
survival shows progressively poorer agreement with that obtained from a

multiple point standard curve.

Method of steepest ascent.
Using the methods established in Chapter 1 to quantitate the survival
of

P~~'s

after

freezing~

of

we now maximize survival using the two variables,

DMSO and BEPES in the freezing solution.

The

experimental design and reslting observations are shon in Tabl 6.

The

concentration

survival of the PMN's was estimated using the calibration procedure

presented in chapter one.

The design consists of a 22 factorial with 5

pOints added to the center to estimate the pure error.
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Table 6:

Design Matrix
DMSO
HEPES

Response Surface Data

Actual Values
DMSO
HEPES

%

Response
Survival

-1

-1

1.24

1.24

19

1

-1

7.24

1.24

36

-1

1

1.24

7.24

29

1

1

7.24

7.24

49

1.41

0

8.49

4.24

41

-1.41

0

4.24

21

0

1.41

4.24

8.49

39

0

-1.41

4.24

0

0

4.24

4.24

32

0

0

4.24

4.24

33

0

0

4.24

4.24

34

0

0

4.24

4.24

33

0

0

4.24

4.24

34

0

24

0

The estimated response surface is given by (17)

Survival

= 12.02

+ 3.08 DMSO + 1.92 HEPES

The results of the analysis of variance is shown in Table 7.

(22)

The test for

lack of fit is not significant indicating that the linear model is
sufficient for estimating the true response surface in the region
currently being studied.
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Table 7:

Response Surface Analysis of Variance

DF

SS

MS

237.25

Regression

2

Error

6

5.06

.84

Lack of Fit

2

2.26

1.13

Pure Error

4

2.8

Total

8

479.26

474.5

F
..

283.44

1.61

.70

To estimate the path of the steepest ascent the partial derivaties,
or the changes in response per change in variables must be estimated.
(22) this corresponds to the coefficients of DMSO and HEPES.

For

Using (22)

and the center of the design Table 8 calculates the path of steepest

ascent.

Table 8:

Steepest Ascent Data

1'1111

D~(SO

Partial Derivatives
Change per 3 nnits DMSO

3.08
3

HEPES
1.92
1.86

Predicted

Center Point

Observed

Difference

4.24

4.24

33

33

0

7.24

6.1

46

42

4

10.24

7.96

59

52

7

13.24

9.82

72

60

12

16.24

11.68

84

67

17
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As can be seen in Table 8 the further along the path of steepest ascent
the greater the difference between predicted and observed values.
point

the

At this

investigator would set up another experimental design to

estimate the response surface in its new region.
Simnlex Methodol.og:!:,.

As dicussed under Methods" another form of the

steepest ascent technique is the simplex method (34).

The simplex method

is a modified steepest ascent technique that was developed from the need

for a procedure

that didn't require

statistician on a day to day basis.

the presence of a full

time

The basic design of the technique is

the regular simplex in M dimensions with l-f being the number of variables
~~der

investigation.
The following illustrates the use of simplex method and equations (13

and 14) when two variables (.M=2) are being studied.

D-

Using the

p~m's

p

=

.9659

(23)

q

=

.2588

(24)

o

o

.9659

.2588

.2588

.9659

(25)

as an example where the investigator is interested in

optimizing the concentration of DMSO and HEPES a step size of four is
chosen for both variables.

D ==

Applying this step size to (13) gives

o

o

3.86

1.04

1.40

3.86

(26)
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The investigator is not interested in starting from the origin and

therefore displaces DMSO by 8 and HEPES by 2 giving

2

8
D=

11.86

3.04

9.04

5.86

(27)

The addition of only one point is needed in order to create a new
simplex from an existing one.

Each time a new simplex is created it is
L'et V1, V2 ••••• VM + 1 represent

trying to step closer to a local optimum.

If V. is the vertex to be replaced

the vertices of an existing simplex.

1

in forming the new simplex then using vector notation V'i i given by

VIi

=

(2/M)(V

+ V + ••• + V

1

2

i-1

+ V

i+1

+

• ••

+ V

11+1

) - V

i

(28)

To illustrate the use of this eqnation consider the simplex and its

response in Table 9.

Table 9:

DlfSO

8

Simplex Data

HEPES

2

% Survival

37

11.86

3.04

48

9.04

5,,86

45

47

The lowest percent survival is thirty-seven which is at vertex VI.
To form a new simplex by replacing vertex V
l

V'

V'

1
1

follows from (13) as

= (2/2) (11.86# 3.04) + (9.04, 5.86) - (8,

2)

= (12.9# 6.9)

(29)
(30)

•

8

9

10

11

12

13

OMSO

FIGURE 6

Figure 6 illustrates the replacements of V with V'I_
l

Utilization of these two optimization methods the following results
were derived.
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Goal II Results.

To determine optimal long term storage and conditions

that preserve the survival and function of

p~rn's.

The functional viability of rat polymorphonuclear leukocytes, after
freezing, was dependent upon the cooling and warming rate used. as well as
on the comparison of the freezing media.
cooling rate is shown in Figure 7.

The effect of changes in the

PMN's derived from the peritoneal wash

and frozen in DMSO+S% BES and 2S mM HEPES buffer show a maximum survival
after cooling at - looe/min with a maximal viability of - 73%.

A similar

maximum in survival for rate PMN's derived from buffy coat was found at 12 0 C/min.

Approximately

cooling rate.

for

P}~'s

93~

of these cells functionally survived at this

These curves differ dramatically from the situation found

derived from peritoneal exudate that were frozen in DMSO alone.

Here a maximal survival was found for cells frozen at approximately 0.3 0
Cimin~

and higher cooling rates resulted in a dramatic decrease in

survival.

The effect of type and concentration of cryoprotective agents on
functional survival subsequent to freezin.g is shown in Table 10.

cells frozen in Normosol R buffer containing 2S

~~

HEPES and

5~

For

DES, there

was a significant increase in functional survival (P=O.OS) as the

concentration of DMSO was increased from S% to 10%.

For cells frozen in

the presence of DMSO in BBSS, there was no statistically significant
alteration in survival for those frozen in concentrations of DMSO ranging
from 7.5% to 15%.

The effect of various
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Effect of cooling rate on survival
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Figure 7. The effect of the cooling rate on the survival of peritoneal
exudate-derived PMN's frozen in the presence of DMSO alone is shown by the
lower curve (x). The survival is highest at 0.3 0 C/min. The center curve
(*) shows the effect of the cool ing rate on the survival of peri toneal
exudate-derived PMN's frozen in the presence of dimethyl sulfoxide+5~
HES+25mM HEPES buffer.
A distinct biphasic cooling rate response is
found, with the optimal survival being - 10 0 C/min. The upper curve ( )
shows the survival of P):lN's isolated from rat peri.p heral blood.
Al though
the absolute survival is higher for these cel1s_ the optimal cooling rate
is approximately the same as found for peritoneal exudate cells.
addi tives on the survival of rat PMN's is also shown in Table 10.

Little

survival was found for cells frozen in either of the' 'extraoellular"
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Figure 7.
The effect of the cooling rate on the survival of peritoneal
exudate-derived PJ~'s frozen in the presence of DMSO alone is shown by the
lower curve (x). The survival is highest at 0.3 0 C/min.
The center curve
(*) shows the effect of the cooling rate on the survival of peritoneal
exudate-derived PMN's fro%en in the presence of dimethyl sulfoxide+5%
IIES+25mM HEPES buffer.
A distinct biphasic cooling rate response is
found# with the optimal survival being - 10 0 C/min. The upper curv~ ( )
shows the survival of p)m's isolated from rat peripheral blood.
Although
the absolute survival is higher for these cells, the optimal cooling rate
is approximately the same as found for peritoneal ex.udate cells.
additives on the survival of xat PMN's is also shown in Table 10.

Little

survival was found for cells frozen in either of the' 'extracellular"
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protective additives alone, but PVP or IlES in combination with el-ther DMSO
or glycerol resulted in high functional survival.

There was consistently

a small, but" nonsignificant, increase (P=O.OS) in functional survival when

25 mM HEPES buffer was added to the extracellular protective agents.
Approximately

4S~

of the

P!~'s

frozen and thawed in the presence of either

DMSO alone, or DMSO in the presence of 25 mM HEPES, survival, as measured
by the quantitative NBT assay_

The highest functional survival was

obtained for cells frozen in the presence of ei ther lOcro DMSO and 2S mM
HEPES+5~

BES

(72~)

or 5% PVP+l0% DMSO (56%), suggesting a synergistic

effect between permeating and nonpermeating additives.

Dialyzed PVP

appeared to be as effective as BES as an extracellular protective
additive

in combination with DMSO# however, there was greater variability

between replicate samples.

This variability was decreased when BEPES

buffer was added, although the mean functional survival recovexed was
slightly lower"

Glycerol when combined with BES and 2S roM HEPES showed

substantial cryoprotection, although it was not as effective as 10% DMSO.
In order to determine the percentage of the original population which
was assayed for functional viability, quantitative recovery was assessed

in a Coulter counter.
and 91.1%

Compared with starting

populatioD~

97.0%1 93.5%.
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Table 10.

Effect of Cryoproctective Agents

Protective

Percent viability

None *

o
o

5% PVP

o

5% PVP + HEPES
5% PVP + 1 CJfo D~ISO
10% PVP + 10% DMSO + BEPES
5% DES
S«f, RES + HEPES
10% DMSO
10% DMSO + HEPES
1O'i DMSO + HEPES + 5% DES
tWa DMSO + 5% BES
5% DMO + HEPES + 5% DES *
7 .5% DMSO + HEPES + 5% HES.
10% DMSO + HEPES + 5% BES.

Sl (43-59)

12.5% DMSO + HEPES + S% BES.

60 (56-61)

15% DMSO + BEPBS +

60 (56-61)
39 (30-45)
12 ( 4-19)

5~

BES.
10% Glycerol + 5% BES + HEPES
10% Glycerol + lOi DMSO + HEPES*

S9 (50-69)

56 (48-63)

o
o
44 (37-56)
62 (52-67)
51 (43-59)

34 (29-37)
51 (48-55)

61 (57-64)

A variety of cryoprotective agents were tested
either singly or in combination for their effect on
the functional viability of rat PMN's after
thawing. The PMN's were exposed for 6 min at 4 0 C
to cryoprotective agents prior to seeding at 5° C
(except in the case of 10% glycerol + 10% DMSO,
where they were seeded at -7 0 C) and cooled at 1.6 0
C/min to -80 0 C prior to quenching in liquid
nitrogen.
Numbers in parenthesis are 95%
confidence limits (n=3)

•

Values obtained from separate standard curve.

of the cells were recovered after exposure to the cryoprotective agents.
seeding at -5.5° C, and after freezing and thawing.
populatioD# 96.3!9.7%, 93.6+3.3%, and

91.8±3.3~,

Of this recovered

respectively. had intact

plasma membranes as assess by fluorescent microscopy using fluorescein

diacetate and ethidium bromide.

Of the unfrozen population, 93±3% showed
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microscopic evidence of phagocytosis using the NBT assay, whereas 78+8%
retained this ability after freezing.

These microscopic results are in

close agreement with quantitative determinations of viability.

There was

excellent agreement between the results of the quantitative FDA assay and
the quantitative NBT assay with 55_+7% and

54+5~.

respectively_

activity of the unfrozen population recovered after freezing.

of the

Another set

of cells was frozen by the standard protocol and assayed at time periods

ranging from 1 h to 6 weeks.

These cells showed no loss in functional

viability after storage at - 196 0 C_ over this time interval.
The effect of different concentrations of HEPES buffer added to cells
frozen in the presence of buffered Normosol R solution containing 10% DMSO
is shown in Table 11.

The concentration of buffer over the range of 25 to

200 mM did not signifioantly affect functional

survival.

Higher

concentration of HEPES slightly lowered the functional survival and
increased the variability between replicates.

Table 11.

Effect of HEPES Concentration

Concentration (roM) Percent Viability

o
25

37.5
SO

100
125

ISO
200
250

30
34
32
3S
33
29
3S
31
25

(24-34)
(28-38)
(29-40)
(27-40)
(21-38)
(31-35)
(30-40)
(24-36)
(17-32)

There was a sl ight; but ·consistent improvement in viability when HEPES
buffer was added to the DMSO.
Although this increased was not
statistically significant" we standardized the use of 25 lnM HEPES because
of the consistency in the improvement of viability. There was no increase
in protective ability by nsing concentrations of HEPES higher that 2S mM,

and very high concentrations (> 200 mM) showed a slight decrease
survival.

Numbers in parenthesis are

9S~

confidence limits (n=3)

in
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lable 12.

Effect of Prefreezing Exposure Time to Cryoprotective Media

Time
Interval

1~

1O'JJ D!fSO + S% BES
+25 mM HEPES

DMSO

(min)

o.s

57 (54-60)

min

29 (24-33)

1 min

2 min
6 min.
12- min
30 min

57 (53-60)
53 (49-56)
S2 (49-55)

31 (27-35)
27 (21-36)
22 (17-27)

SO (47-53)

There was no difference in the ultimate survival of cells exposed to

dimethly sulfoxide in times ranging from 1 to 30 min for rat PMN's
frozen in the presence of 1~ dimethly sulfoxide at 1° C/min followed
by rapid warming. For cells frozen under identical conditions in the
presence of "oomplete"
cryoprotective media, the peroentage of
functionally surviving cells was nearly identical between 0.5 min and
12 min however, there was a significant (P=O.05) decrease in survival
aftez 30 min. The results indicate the rapid cryoprotective effect of
DMSO or DMSO/HES media even at 4° C. Numbers in parenthesis are 95%
confidenoe limits (n~3)
When cells were exposed at 4 0 C to 10% DlfSO in Normosol R for 6 min

prior to freezing, there was slight but measurable increase in functional.

survival after thawing.
survival.
mM BEPES,

Shorter or longer exposure times resulted in less

When cells were exposed to Normosol R containing
and

S~

DES prior to freezing,

10~

DMSO, 25

there was little effect of

exposure time between 0.5 sand 30 min (Table 12).
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Table 13.

Effect of Dilution Time and Temperature From 10% DMSO

Time interval
(min)

0.5 min

Temperature

4° C

37° C

3 (0-7)

33
33
39
39

1 min

4 (0-9)

2 min

3 (0-8)
5 (0-10)

S min

(17-38)
(26-36)
(33-43)
(33-44)

These results clearly show the beneficial effect of dilution in
Normosol R buffer at 37° C compared with 4° C.
In this
experiment, cells were exposed to DMSO at 4 0 C~ seeded at -So C.
followed by cooling at 2 0 C/min to -80 0 C prior to quenching in
liquid nitrogen. After rapidly thawing in a 37° C water bath.

those cells to be diluted at low temperatures were transferred to
a 4° C bath. There appeared to be little difference in survival
with a dilution time interval of 0.S-5 min at either temperature.
Numbers in parenthesis are 95% confidence limits (n=3).
Table 14.

Effect of Post-Thaw Dilution of Survival

Dilution media

-Nortlosol
1

x

R

HBSS

Hypertonic HBSS

Sequence

Percent viability

1-min intervals
2-min intervals
0.5 s
1 min
2 min

57
46
S2
45

(54-60)
(42-50)

(46-55)
(40-49)
39 (36-42)

The effects if the dilution sequence, dilution times, and
dilution media at 37 0 C on survival are compared.
Normosol R
consistently gave the highest survival using a simple i-min
dilution sequence.
Therefore this procedure was used in
subsequent experiments.
Numbers in parenthesis indicate 95%
confidence limits (n=3)

The effect of dilution time and the interval between successive
dilutions in isotonic Normosol R. isotonio HBSS, or hypertonic HBSS for
cells frozen in the presence of 10% DMSO are shown in Table 13.

The

highest functional survival was recovered in those samples diluted with
37 0

C No:rmosol Rat 2-min intervals (Table 14).

There was poor survival

of cells diluted at 4° C while the cells diluted at 37 0 C showed no

ss
significant change in survival between dilution intervals of 0.5 to 5 min.
obta~ned

Relatively poor survival was
similar dilution sequence.

when 37° C HBSS was used in a

The use of a dilution sequence employing a

stepwise lowering of the osmotic pressure with hypertonic HBSS

('>

did not

confer any survival advantage over that obtained by dilution with the
isotonic Normosol R at 2-min intervals (with the interval between
successive hypertonic dilutions ranging from 30 s to 2 min# yet the
shorter time intervals gave progressively increased survival).

Table 15.

Effect of Post-Thaw' Centrifuge Speed
PMN's Frozen in
+ 5% HES+HEPES

Speed.

F:MN' s Froz en in

{g}

10% DMSO

10% DMSO

23 (12~30)
39 (28-48)
39 (28-48)

43
49
48
50
S9
59
56
60

"/6

400
545
690
825
,
1 200
1,400
2;000

40 (30-50)
42 (34-51)
41 (33-49)
42 (32-52)
49 (31-56)

(35-48)
( 40-59)
(39-58)
) 37-64)
(48-64)
(41-80)

(48-67)
(50-73)

A large number of tubes of cells were frozen in the presence of
DMSO (as the cryoprotective media) at 1° Clmin, to -80 0 C,
transferred to liquid nitrogen, and subsequently rapidly thawed.
The samples were diluted in Normosol R at i-min intervals and
centrifuged at 21 0 C for 5 min at the indicated speeds to
determined the influence of centrifuge speed on the recovery of
functional viability. Subsequent experiments were standardized
at 825 g. since slower speeds resulted in poorer recovery of
cells (probably due to incomplete pelleting) and higher speeds
(or longer times) did not result in increased recovery of viable
cells. All samples centrifuged for 5 min at 21 0 C numbers in
parenthesis are 95% confidence limits (n=3)

S6

The effect of the speed of centrifugation on the recovery of thawed
P~!N'

s is shown in Table 15.

For cells frozen and thawed in the presence

-of the 10% DMSO alone, or in a combination of 100;, DMSO. 5% BES" and HEPES

buffer, the highest functional survival was recovered for cells

centrifuged for 5 min at 850 g.

These differences were not significant at

the 0.05 % level of confidence for cells spun at speeds ranging from 400
to 2,000 g for S min.
The results of the chemotactic assay (Table 16) show the migration
indices for frozen and control groups.

Those frozen with the DMSO/HES

combina tion showed no significant loss in th'eir chemotactic abil i ty af ter
freezing., as compared with the control values.

PMN's frozen in Dl\ISO alone

showed - 5% loss of this ability# while those frozen in BES alone did not

respond to the chemotactic stimUlus above control levels.

Although a

large number of cell fields were counted,. these measurements could not

eliminate the problem of "patchy"

areas of high cell density

therefore,

the chemotactic index has been expressed as relative migration indices.

Nevertheless,. the differences between sets were striking (Figure 8).
The results of the bactericidal assay clearly indicate that PMN's

frozen under optimun conditions show little or no impairment in their
ability to kill bacteria at near normal levels (Table 17).

There was

appreciable serum killing present in the control series during the first

60 min.

However,. the colony CQunts of the unfrozen

P)~'s,

and
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Table 16.

Effect of Cryoprotective Agents on Chemotaxis

Unfrozen in 5% BES

Unstimulated
Stimul a tea

Frozen in 5% BES

Unstimulated
Stimulated

Frozen in 100,

Unstimulated

0.84
0.48
1.25

Stimulated
Unstimulated

24.50
1.29

Stimulated

57.80

D~fSO

Frozen in 10'1t DMSO+5% lIES

0.72

4'.50

The alteration in the chemotactic index of rat PMN's after
freezing in a variety of cryoprotective agents is shown. These
cells were frozen at 10 0 C/min to -80 0 C.
The frozen-thawed
cells were placed on top of the Nucleopore filter_ and their
ability to migrate through the filter in response to either
medium 199 or medium 199 containing 10% activated serum was
assessed using low-power scanning electron microscopy.
Results
are expressed by the number of cells seen per low-power field.
Although the migration through the filter was somewhat patchy. a
lar.ge number (n=50) of low-power fields (70 x) representative of
each treatment were counted.
The ratio between the stimulated
and unstimulated cells frozen under identical conditions clearly
indicates the beneficial effect of freezing in "complete"
cryoprotective agent compared with freezing in either dimethyl
sulfoxide or in BES. Paral1ed NET assays of p~m's frozen in DMSO
and BES showed. 83 .5% functional viab_i l i ty
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FIGURE 8
A frozen-thawed rat PMN's is shown which has migrated through a 5 fllll
Nucleopore filter in response to the chemotactic stimulus (xlO,OOO)
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Table 17.

Bactericidal Activity of Frozen p~m's

Treatment

Time (min)

o

60

120

72.0+18
56.0+11

19.2+25
6.4+ 5

2S .6± 8
1.6+ 2

lIES

48.0.:!: 9

10% DltlSO
10% DMSO + 5% BES

70.4+17
68.8:t15

36.8+ 6
8.0±. 1
1I.2.:±. 6

92.8+31
3 .2± 2
9.6+ 3

Bacterial control
Unfrozen PlIN's

PMN's frozen in:

The relative number of viable bacteria remaining in suspension
with freshly isolated and frozen PMN's is shown.
The
~taphylocQ£...cus aureus "'8S opsonized for 30 min in 20% autologous
serum prior to the assay_ Cells frozen in DMSO/HES showed more
substantial bacterical killing than did cells protected by DMSO
alone. A substantial amount of killing could be attributed to a
serum effect at 60 min# but rapid bacterial growth was apparent
at 120 min. Values indicate number of viable bacteria x 10 5 ...f'
standard deviation where n=3
the DMSO/HES-pxotected cells. did not increase after 60 and 120 min of
incubation.

Parallel NBT quantitative assay of cell show that
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and 85%

of the cells were functionally viable after being frozen in DMSO or
DMSO/HES,

respectively~

statistically
combination.

Cells frozen in DMSO alone showed a slight, but no

significant~

greater killing capacity than did the DMS/HBS

The cells frozen in the presence of RES alone exhibited

little bactericidal

activity~

as indicated by a large increase in colony

counts at the 120-min interval.

CHAPTER FOUR

Discussions.
The following discussion is divided into three sections.

First, the

adequacy of the surrogate variable, optical density# as a measure of PMN's
functional viability is discussed.
model are discussed.

Second, the results of the empirical

Third, the importance. of a final model is discussed.

Predicting cell activity.

The relationship between the observable variable (i.e. optical
density) and the unobservable variable (i.e., survival) can be estimated
V'ia standard curve which relates cell concentration to the parameter being
measured.

To iccnrately estimate an unobservable variable and its

assoeiated confidence bounds. reqnires specialized statistical techniques.
Here, only those experiments in which a linear relationship exists between
the observed and unobserved variable were considered.

However, even if

relationship is nonlinear, it is often possible to express it in a linear

form by the appropriate transformation (i.e •• logit,

logarithmic,

exponential or square root) and subsequently to follow the procedures
given above.
The statistical technique described here can be used to analyze data
obtained from ,"survival measurements"

of population of cells subjected

to any treatment which adversely affects viability.

These bioassay

procedures differ from those commonly reported for cryobiological
experi~ents,

in a number of ways.
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1.

A standard curve (regression line) is established using a number of
independent dilutions from the starting population over the survival

range of interest.
2.

The standard cnrve is not assumed to pass through the origin, thereby
avoiding the assumption of linearity at high dilutions.

3.

Appropriate equations for the regression of Y on X (observed optical

density vs. functional survival) are used (the commonly used form of
the equation can be applied only to regressions on X on Y).
4.

The validity of the standard curve is examined to insure that the
lack of fit

and pure error components do no deviate from that

expected due to random variation.

5.

Functional viability is expressed as the dilution of the initial
population which would yield the identical activity (i.e •• optical

densi ty) of the parameter being

measured~

expressions of resul ts as

percent activity recovered may result in questionable estimates of

survival.
6.

All sources of potential error are taken into account on
the confidence bounds

d~termining

these sources of error include the variation

between replicate values of the sample and inherent error in the
estimation of the true regression line (standard curve).
The asymmetric confidence bounds are most evident for the
at high or low functional viability.
symmetxical for the
standard curve.
valu~s

9S~

80~

bounds

The confidence bounds become nearly

confidence bounds near the midpoint

of

the

Even though the reproducibility between the measured

for each of this series of samples was excellent (as shown by the

small standard deviation between replicates of the
the statistical uncertainty in establishing the

samples~)

because of

relationship between the

calculated regression line and true standard curve~ the calculated bounds
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are substantially larger than that obtained from variations between the

samples themselves.

When these experimental values were recomputed from a

standard curve, in which the Y intercept was forced to pass through the
origin~

the slope changes from .0018 to .0020 (Table S).

Forcing the

standard curve to pass through the origin is essentially what is reported
when results are expressed as percent of activity of the starting

population.

This change in slope has a

of activi ty recovered.

pr~nounced

effect on the percent

In fact" the percent activity calculated by the

method for two out of four samples are outside the 95% confidence bounds

calculated for the multiple point standard curve as described above.
The statistical procedures described in this paper are easily
implemented on a programmable calculator or a computer (Figure 9).

By

using these statistical techniques the experimenter should better be able

to discriminate between variables which result in increased survival.

We

recognize that there are alternate and equally valid statistical methods

of analyzing similar data, but we recommend the use of the methods
described here,

since by comparison they are relatively simple.

straightforward, and reliable.
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FIGURE 9
Figure 9

show the flow chart on OUr computerized computational

scheme. With this program; raw values (absorption or transmittance) are
plotted against cell concentration to form the standard curve.
Once the
slope and intercept are established, then the confidence bounds
surrounding the standard curve are calculated..
The measured optical
density of the experimental samples can then be transformed into
functional survival vales along with its associated 95%, 90~,. and 80%
confidence bounds for functional survival.
This program has provisions
for editing the standard curve or the experimental values, as well as, for
observing the standard curve on a graphics terminal or ontputting to a
digital plotter.
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Model:
The final models used to describe the surrounding "neighborhood"

is

given by:

Y

=

22.66 + 10.89 Xl + 4.86 X - .50 Xg + 15 x
2
4
+ .79 X

23 - .42

(31)

X~

where:
y

=~

~

=% Concentration of DMSO

X
2

=

Functional survival

Cooling rate degree C/tnin

X3 =% Concentration of

X

4

=

RES

Concentration HEPES

The "neighborhood"

is defined as that region of the design spRee

spanned by those levels of the independent variables specified in Table
18.

Table 18:

y

Final Design Space

=% Functional survival

Xl =qG Concentration of DMSO

X =
2
X3

X
4

Cooling rate degree C/min

5% to 15%

3 0 C/min to 12.0 C/min

=%

Concentration of HES

0.0 to 5.0

.;:;:;

Concentration HEPES

0.0 to 25.0

The "neighborhood"

holds.

in the design space for which the final model
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Optimal storage conditions.
The model suggests that the optimal storage conditions are:

where:
y

=% Functional survival

x,.

=% Concentration of DMSO

X =
2

Xs

Cooling rate degree C/min

=% Concentration of RES

X4 =

Concentration REPES

Under these condition we can expect 68% functional viability after three
months storage.

However, it is clear that the experimental error" is such

that the conditions may vary somewhat from these optima wi thoutseriously

jeopardizing the funotion viability of the PMN's.

Biological implications.

The survival of rat granulocytes. after freezing. was determined by
the interaction of a number of variables.

Cooling rate" temperature of

post-thaw dilution, DMSO concentration. the presence of an extracellular
protective additive in addition to DMSO. and the warming rate appear to be
the principal interaction factors which determine' the post-thaw survival
of r&t P.MN's.

The effect of prefreezing exposure time to DMSO, the

concentration of HEPES buffer added, the time interval between successive

6S

post-thaw dilutions and the type of extracellular protective agent used do

not appear to be major factors in the functional survival of these cells.
The prinoipal new findings in this study are:
1.

There was a synergistic effect between intra- and extracellular
protective additives on survival.

2.

In the presence of RES, the optimal cooling rate increases from 0.3 0 C/min to

3.

- 10 0 C/min.

The zwitterion buffer HEPES has a

small but consistently

beneficial effect on survival.
4.

Granulocytes obtained from peripheral blood consistently show a
higher fUnctional survival after freezing than do granulocytes
obtained from a glycogen-induced peritoneal exudate.

S.

Neither serum, plasma, nor macromolecular antagonists are needed
in the post-thaw dilution media to achieve high survival.

6.

When the cryogenic variables are
p~m's

optimized~

virtually all of the

from rat peripheral blood are functionally viable after

thawing.
The nitroblue tetrazolium test has been primarily employed in the
diagnosis of individuals with chronic granulomatous disease, presumably
because of a defect in these granulocytes to synthesize NADH oxidase (1)
or

superoxide (31,41).

This assay is useful for the evaluation of

leukocyte viability since, in order to reduce the soluble yellow dye to an
insoluble pnrplish-blue formazan depOSit,

the cell mnst be able to

recognized the presence of a foreign object# phagocytize the object#
have intact bactericidal capacity.
~ssay

Recent1y#

a light microscopic NBT

has been used for assessment of the viability of

freezing

(19,

~O).

and

the PMN's after

Using light microscopy, cell containing formazan

depOSits after exposure to phagocytic stimules are considered viable.

In
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this study, a spectrophotometric assay was used to determine the quantity
of the reduced formazan deposits produced.

This qnantitative assay has a

number of advantages over direct microscopic

enumeration~

for example:

(1) the entire population of granulocytes is measured rather than a

relatively small sample of the population,

(2) the total phagocytic

capacity from the population is measured (thus. both impaired phagocytosis
and the decrease in the number of surviving leukocytes are measured), and

(3) the decrease in phagocytosis capacity of the total population is
measured rather than those cell which are morphologically intaot after

thawing.
Despite
preserved

the numerous reports on the survival of cryogenically

Pb~'s.

little information is available on the response of these

cells to the major variables that determine survival after freezing.

Most

investigators have cooled Plm's at approximately 1 0 C/min in the presence
of 10% DMSO, yet the optimal cooling rate for rat

p~m's

conditions is probably below 0.3 0 C/min (Figure 1).

frozen under these

The absolute survival

for rat PMN's frozen at 1° C/min in the presence of DMSO plus HES is
higher than for cells frozen in the presence of DMSO alone at the same
oooling rate.

The cooling rate

"optimal"

combined media was approximately 10 0 C/min.

for cells frozen in this

The precise explanation of

this shift in optimal cooling rate is not clear at present.
are in progress to determine whether the permeability of

p~m's

Experiments
is altered

by the addition of the BES.

The NBT assay is known to correlate well with oxygen consumption
since it is the "cyanide-insensitive NAnD oxidase of the supernatant that
appears to be chiefly responsible for the oxygen consumption observed in
phagocytosis"

(1).

In additionlJ there is a close association between the

kil1.i,ng of bacteria and dye reduct ion (1,

3 1,.

,,:1).

In order to show a
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positive NBT reaction,

the cells must retain the ability to integrate a

number of complex anatomic and metabolic activities.

Although it is

necessary for the granulocytes to be morphologically intact and capable of
phagocytosis and chemotaxis after freezing. the retention of such capacity
is not sufficient to predict whether the granulocytes would function

normally after transfusion in a granulopenia animal (9

~S.Z1).

We have expressed the functional viability of the oe118# after
thawing, in terms of dilution of the original population necessary to

achieve comparable functional activity.

adjusted to compensate for the loss of
freeze-thaw procedure.

The results have not been

-·8~

of the cells during the

We believe this is a more rigoronsmethod of data

analysis than has been previously reported for granulocyte preservation.

In addition to the use of a qnantitative nitroblne tetrazolium test as a
measure of phagocytosis, the viabil i ty of PblN's frozen under
conditions"

f'

optimal

as defined by this assay were tested for phagocytosis by a

microscopic NBT assay. for chemotatic ability. bactericidal capacity» and
morphologio appearance using scanning electron microscopy.

These

additional tests substantiate the functional viability reported from the
NBT tests and demonstrate that PMN's frozen by an optimized freeze and
thaw regime are morphologically and functionally intact.
Our observation that the PMN's derived from dextran-separated blood

sn;rvived better than did cells obtained from glycogen-indu.ced exudate was
not expected; since it is generally accepted that undifferentiated cells
are more resistant to freezing damage than are differentiated cells.
Ilight microscopy of Wrightstained smears of the peritoneal exudate
revealed approximately 40% myelocytes and metamyelocytes and 60% mature
gr an1l! ocyte s.

Pre sumably"

the glycogen caused a mobil ization of PMN's

from the bone marrow tissues.

The finding that blood PMN's show

68
significantly better survival (73% vs 95%) indicates either that even
though mature peritoneal exudate PMN's appeared morphologically
indistinguishable from peripheral PMN's, they may consist# in part, of

"older"

p]m's mobilized from the tissue and microvascular walls, or that

they were activated by the glycogen and, therefore, in a more labile
state.
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